Standard sealed terminals often end up with a less than optimum seal because there just isn’t enough room between the neck and ring to accommodate the shrink tubing and provide a perfect seal to keep out corrosion. Or, the shrink tubing impedes on the stud hole and makes mounting the ring terminal difficult.

Long Neck Crimp & Seal Ring Terminals solve both these issues, AND provide the added bonus of a perfect terminal for stacking applications! The longer neck gives more room to make stacking terminals easier and also provides a better connection.

- **Longer neck** provides more space for shrink tubing which means a **better seal**, giving a longer lasting terminal that won’t corrode and fail over time.

- **Longer neck** also means more space for the stud hole to make **mounting and attaching ring terminals** easier, and providing an optimum electrical connection with no power loss and less chance for corrosion.

- **The long neck design** also makes for a **better terminal in stacking applications**, also providing a better connection and less chance of failure.

**Cramp & Seal Long Neck Ring Terminals**

**IMPROVED DESIGN, BETTER CONNECTIONS!**

**IDEAL FOR STACKING APPLICATIONS!**

**INTRODUCTORY OFFER!**

**ONLY $119.95!**